If you've ever wondered who connects the core of the Internet together, the answer is Cisco.

In fact, more than 80% of the routers that connect the core of the Internet bear the Cisco name.

And it's these routers that keep the information on the Internet moving, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Without excuses. No matter what.

So a busy network manager can access the Web and download the critical technical information they need, at the very moment they need it.

A sales executive can connect a notebook to an airport dataphone and grab the latest leads, e-mail, and price changes before boarding a flight.

A school teacher can teach weather in real-time, using maps created that same morning by the government weather service.

So the information on our planet can move freely, across countries, time zones and continents.

From the Internet to the global internetworks of the world's largest organisations, no other company in the world can offer you the experience and expertise of Cisco Systems.

And we put it all to work for your company.

Give us a call on (02) 9935 4100. Or visit us on the Web at http://www.cisco.com.

We'll make sure your company's information travels first class.